
Persistent’s Magic Deploy is an Appian application that automates the 
complete deployment workflow for any Appian application including 
(database scripts), utilizing Appian APIs to inspect and import packages 
into a specific Appian environment without requiring a deployment 
team member to login to the Appian environment to complete the 
deployment.

Magic Deploy provides governance and audit for all Appian application 
deployments including Release Notes, Dev Review Comments and 
Deployment Logs.

Design Deployment 
Workflow

For each deployment, the review 
and approvals workflow is 
configurable.

Deployment 
Calendar

Complete visibility into the Appian 
deployment calendar—team, 
project, sprint and application 
owner details.

Deployment 
States

The ‘state’ for each deployment 
updated in real time—scheduled, 
reviewed, approved, on time, 
delayed/retry, failed/completed.

Deployment 
Details

Efficient mechanism to record 
all deployment details—Release 
Notes, Dev Review Comments, 
Approvals.

Download 
Inspect/Import Logs

The complete inspect/import 
logs for any deployment can be 
reviewed and downloaded.

Monitor Stages Live

Real time reporting on all 
deployments, and automated 
deployment communication to all 
stakeholders.

Magic Deploy

Magic Deploy
Magic Deploy automates 
the complete deployment 
workflow, including 
approvals, signoffs, 
escalations and notifications.
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We are a trusted Digital Engineering and Enterprise Modernization partner, combining deep technical expertise and industry experience to help our 
clients anticipate what’s next. Our offerings and proven solutions create a unique competitive advantage for our clients by giving them the power to 
see beyond and rise above. We work with many industry-leading organizations world-wide including 14 of the 30 most innovative US companies, 
80% of the largest banks in the US and India, and numerous innovators across the healthcare ecosystem. Our company fosters a values-driven and 
people-centric work environment. Our strength of over 22,500+ employees is spread over 18 different countries across the globe.
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